The squeezing properties in the superposition of coherent States and squeezed state are investigated by means of the measurement phase operator introduced by Barnett and S M and Pagg D T.
Introduction
The study of measurement phase operator has given rise to a great many interest recently and attained an important position in quantum optics. As is well known, the amplitude of field in the quantum optics is directly proportional to square root of optic-quantum number operator and the phase of field is described as operator exp( ) iϕ ± by Susskind-Glogower. However the SG phase operators aren't possessed of unitary, hence hermit operators can not be constructed by them. Though two hermit operators 
are composed by SG operators, they have not classical property because 2 2 cos sin 1 ϕ ϕ < > + < >≠ . On purpose to overcome the difficulty, unitary exponential phase operator and measurement phase operator have been defined by Pegg and Branett in optical field, and their essence is studied in progress (PEGG D T, 1989; BARNETT S M, 1986) . In some laboratories, the measurement phase operator usually corresponds to the phase measurement; therefore the measurement phase operator has raised extensive concerns (BARNETT S M, 1986 ).
In the quantum optics, coherent state and squeezed state are two very important states in the quantum optics (LYNCH R, 1987; WALL D F, 1983) . Coherent state is introduced by Schrödinger at first as most classical state in pure quantum state, which is eigenstate of annihilation operatorâ , whose two variances of orthogonal amplitude of vibration are equal and they satisfy with minimal uncertainty relation. Squeezed state is squeezing transition vacuum state, whose one orthogonal amplitude variance is less than coherent state; however the other is more than coherent state. Squeezed state has very important application in interference measurement in high degree of accuracy, photo-communication as well as detection of gravitation wave and microwave signal (LOUDON R, 1987; WALL D F, 1983) . According to superposition principle, a great many of new quantum states are constructed through superposition of arbitrary state and many favorable works have done. But these superposition states are usually composed of the same sort state, such as superposition of odd-even coherent state or squeezed odd-even coherent state. Some of their non-classical properties on measurement operator have discussed in detail. Recently the new superposition state composed of coherent state and squeezed state is studied and its quantum effect is obtained. In the paper, the squeezed properties of the superposition state on measurement operator are researched by mean of method in the paper (LOUDON R, 1987) .
The superposition of coherent state and squeezing state
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where 1 X and 2 X are two orthogonal component of optics field
According to the requirement ofclassical condition:
n is an average photon number, i.e.
The below expression is derived From (3) 
By means of the relation of measurement phase operator, measurement phase operator and optical number operator, the important equations are obtained
[sin , ] -cos . Y don't satisfy reciprocal relation, the accuracy of measurement is restricted by measurement indeterminacy principle
If the inequality is right -ISSN: 1916-9647 www.ccsenet.org/apr cn changes from positive to negative when m increase. Under m<0, S cn always appears negative. Hence there is cn squeezing effect at any m<0, and then there is cn squeezing effect when m is more than certain positive. Squeezing degree and squeezing range of cn and sn increase accompanying |m| ascend. S sn always appears negative at any m.
Conclusion
In the paper, the squeeze properties of measurement phase operator are investigated in Superposition of Coherent State and Squeezed state. The below results are obtained: (1) 
